The basis for our investigation is a collection of 1000 precise solar models 5 in which each input parameter (the principal nuclear reaction rates, the solar composition, the solar age, and the radiative opacity) for each model was drawn randomly from a normal distribution with the mean and standard deviation appropriate to that variable. In the calculations described in this paper, the uncertainties in the neutrino cross sections 5 for chlorine and for gallium were included by assuming a normal distribution for each of the absorption cross sections with its estimated mean and error. Since for gallium the estimated uncertainties in the neutrino absorption cross sections are not symmetric with respect to the best-estimate absorption cross sections, two different normal distributions were used to simulate the detection uncertainties for each neutrino flux to which gallium is sensitive. This Monte Carlo study automatically takes account of the nonlinear relations among the different neutrino fluxes that are imposed by the coupled partial differential 1
equations of stellar structure and by the boundary conditions of matching the observed solar luminosity, heavy element to hydrogen ratio, and effective temperature at the present solar age. This is the first Monte Carlo study that uses large numbers of standard solar models that satisfy the equations of stellar evolution and that is designed to determine if physics beyond the standard electroweak theory is required.
Related investigations have been carried out assuming 6−8 that each solar model could be represented by a single parameter, its central temperature. The flux of neutrinos from each nuclear source is represented in these studies by a power law in the central temperature. This simplification, while providing a semi-quantitative understanding of some of the important relationships, leads to serious errors in some cases. Figures 1a-c show the number of solar models with different predicted event rates for the chlorine solar neutrino experiment, the Kamiokande (neutrino-electron scattering) experiment, and the two gallium experiments (GALLEX and SAGE). For the chlorine experiment, which is sensitive to neutrinos above 0.8 Mev, the solar model with the best input parameters predicts 5 an event rate of about 8 SNU. None of the 1000 calculated solar models yields a capture rate below 5.8 SNU, while the observed rate is
The discrepancy that is apparent in Figure 1a was for two decades the entire "solar neutrino problem." (2)), then the implied rate in the chlorine experiment from 8 B alone is 2.9 SNU . We also argued that the other neutrino fluxes would most likely yield at least another 1 SNU, implying a minimum total rate of about 4 SNU. On this basis, we concluded that the two experiments-chlorine and Kamiokande-are inconsistent with the combined standard electroweak and solar models. However, our argument did not take into account in a well-defined way the errors in the predictions and in the measurements. We remedy this shortcoming in the following discussion using the previously-described Monte Carlo simulation.
Figures 2 provides a quantitative expression of the difficulty in reconciling the Kamiokande and chlorine experiments by changing solar physics. We constructed Figure 2 using the same 1000 solar models as were used in constructing Figure 1 , but for Figure 2 we artificially replaced the 8 B flux for each standard model by a value drawn randomly for that model from a normal distribution with the mean and the standard deviation measured by Kamiokande (see Eq. (2)). This ad hoc replacement is motivated by the fact that The results presented in Figures 1-2 suggest that new physics is required beyond the standard electroweak theory if the existing solar neutrino experiments are correct within their quoted uncertainties.
Even if one abuses the solar models by artifically imposing consistency with the Kamiokande experiment, the resulting predictions of all 1000 of the "fudged" solar models are inconsistent with the result of the chlorine fluxes can be calculated. Since the 1σ theoretical uncertainty in the flux of 7 Be neutrinos is only ≃ 5% 5,9 , an accurate measurement of this quantity in the proposed Borexino experiment 13 will constitute another important test of the standard model.
All of the arguments in this paper depend to some extent on our understanding of the solar interior.
In the future, it will be possible to use solar neutrinos to test electroweak theory independent of solar models by measuring the energy spectrum of the 
